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Abstract:
Purpose: To estimate the burden of uncorrected presbyopia in Rural Dakshina Kannada population, accessibility and barriers to spectacle correction and willingness to pay for it. Methods: A cross-sectional, pilot survey for assessing the perceived barriers of correction of near visual acuity among 100 presbyopes attending rural eye camps was conducted by a tertiary care centre in Dakshina Kannada. Unaided and pinhole distant visual acuity, near vision was assessed. For the purpose of this study, functional presbyopes were defined as those above 40 years of age who had impairment of near visual acuity of <N8 and who improved by at least one line of visual acuity by placing a plus lens in front of either eye with an uncorrected distance vision of at least 6/12 in both eyes. Met needs, unmet needs and spectacle coverage rate was determined. Results: The mean age of participants was 49.79 ±6.25 years. 63% had mild near vision impairment. The unmet need was high (82.6%) and the spectacle coverage was low (34.6%). 82% of the subjects were involved in routine activities/occupation needing good near vision, beedi rolling being the important one. Majority (56%) had to travel more than 10km for procuring spectacles. Conclusion: The unmet needs of presbyopic correction was high (82.6%) in the rural Dakshina Kannada population with low spectacle coverage (34.6%). Illiteracy, long distance needed to travel to procure spectacles, low income were the reasons for the high unmet needs. This affected a large number of people (56%) who depended on good near vision for their livelihood.
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I. Introduction

Presbyopia is the loss of accommodation or recession of near point with age.¹ It is the most common form of visual morbidity in the population above 40 years.² A variety of factors influence the onset of presbyopia such as individual variation in accommodative ability, distant refraction, climate, geographic location, demands and expectations, gender and ethnicity.³ Refractive error has been included as a priority in World Health Organization (Global initiative for the elimination of avoidable blindness: VISION 2020. However there is a lack in emphasis on presbyopic correction.⁴

We aimed to estimate the burden of uncorrected and undercorrected presbyopia in the rural population of Dakshina Kannada and find out the reasons for the same. An interview based semi structured questionnaire prepared by the authors was used to assess the spectacle coverage in the community by assessing the met and unmet needs of presbyopic correction along with the perceived barrier.

II. Materials and methods

The study was conducted in the Dakshina Kannada district which lies in the southern part of the state of Karnataka. The study population was predominantly rural and depended largely on beedi rolling and farming for their occupation and income. A cross-sectional, pilot survey of the perceived barriers of correction near visual acuity was administered by interview method, to patients attending rural eye camps conducted by a tertiary care centre in Dakshina Kannada. The local authorities were responsible for announcing the availability of the health outreach programme, which offered a variety of medical services for all ages. One of the services was a mass-screening program aimed at identifying individuals with uncorrected presbyopia and prescribing them with reading glasses to correct near vision.

The study was conducted over a period of two months. All patients having functional presbyopia attending medical/ophthalmology camps organized by tertiary care centre were included in the study. Institutional Ethics Board approval was obtained before conducting the study. Study population included rural population attending medical/ophthalmology camps organized by tertiary care centre. All patients having ocular problems were examined and treated. For the purpose of this study, functional presbyopes were defined as those above 40 years of age who had impairment of near visual acuity of <N8 and who improved by at least one line of visual acuity by placing a plus lens in front of either eye with an uncorrected distance vision of at least 6/12 in both eyes. After eliciting the history, the patients were subjected to testing of distant visual acuity with the
help of the Snellens chart at a distance of 6m under appropriate illumination. Subjects with vision of 6/12 or better were subjected to near correction. Near vision was assessed at a standard distance of 33 cm in outdoor illumination with the help of Roman type near vision chart, depending on patient preference and/or literacy level near correction was given. Retinoscopy was not performed. In subjects who were already having spectacles near vision with spectacles was assessed. Those with uncorrected vision worse than 6/12 were referred to the hospital for dilated retinoscopy and correction. The anterior segment was assessed using torch light. Posterior segment was examined in a dimly lit room, using a direct ophthalmoscope through an undilated pupil. Those above the age of 40 years having near vision problem were invited to take part in the study after obtaining the written informed consent. Those without any known ocular morbidity as determined by both history and a screening examination were included in the study. The examination was performed by a single ophthalmic medical officer. The validated semi-structured questionnaire was administered by interview method by the primary investigator in the local language. Data about basic demographics, the activities affected by poor near vision, and subject’s perceived barriers hindering the seeking of appropriate treatment were obtained. The total unmet need of presbyopia was assessed as the sum of population above 40yrs not using spectacles for near vision and number of people not comfortable with current pair. Spectacle coverage (Presbyopic spectacle coverage PCC) was calculated in the following manner: PCC (%) = 100 × (met needs of presbyopia)/(met needs) + [unmet needs]. The “met need” was defined as including those persons with functional presbyopia and had spectacles that allowed near vision to improve to N8 or better. Unmet need was defined as including those with near vision <N8 due to functional presbyopia who did not have near-vision corrective spectacles or who did not improve with the current near vision spectacles.

Patients were then classified according to the classification of near vision impairment provided by the International Agency for Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) Refractive Error Program Committee which has also been used by WHO (5).

1. Mild NVI: presenting binocular near vision <20/40 to 20/63
2. Moderate NVI: presenting binocular near vision <20/63 to 20/200
3. Severe NVI: presenting binocular near vision <20/200 to 20/400
4. Near vision blindness: presenting binocular near vision <20/400

III. Results

100 presbyopes were included in the study. The age distribution of participants is as indicated in fig 1.

Mean 49.79 ±6.25 years. There was no significant gender difference. Most were illiterate (fig 2) and 56% had near work dependent occupation (fig 3).
Most of the presbyopes had mild near vision impairment (fig 4) according to IAPB classification. 54 % did not use near vision spectacles for reduced near vision.

Out of the 46 % who were using spectacles for near 29% were not comfortable with the current pair. 20% of them hadn’t got any eye testing done nor changed their glasses for past 4 years. Hence 17% indicated the met needs and 83 % unmet needs of presbyopia. The spectacle coverage rate was 36.95(Table1).

As shown in the monthly income graph (fig 5) most earned between Rs 1000-5000 per month.
82% of the subjects were involved in routine activities/occupation needing good near vision. Most common day to day activities that demanded near vision is represented in the graph (fig 6).

Assessment of the questionnaire revealed that most of the female presbyopes depended on near vision for income/occupation beedi rolling being main one in the rural part of the district. Assessment of perceived barrier revealed that 58% of presbyopes cited both lack of finances and distant location of eye care centres as commonest reasons for not procuring appropriate spectacles. 30% felt that mainly cost and 12% felt that mainly distance was the main barrier for procurement of spectacles (fig 7).

Majority had to travel for more than 10km for procuring spectacles (fig 8).
IV. DISCUSSION

Global estimates of the number of people with uncorrected presbyopia are very limited. It was estimated that 1.04 billion people were presbyopic, 517 million of whom were without adequate correction in 2005.\[^6\] With increasing population, age, literacy and life expectancy the need for presbyopic spectacles correction is bound to increase. The onset and degree of presbyopia may vary depending on climate, geographic location, sex, and ethnicity. However, studies have not always adequately adjusted for confounding factors.\[^6,7,8,9\] Functional presbyopia is associated near vision impairment. Population based studies have reported a prevalence of presbyopia in developing country ranging from 43.8% in Timor-Leste\[^2\], 58.9% in Tanzania\[^10\] to 67.3% in China\[^3\]. Prevalence of presbyopia was not calculated in this study as it is not a population based study. The impact of presbyopia may vary in rural and urban area and hence perceptions too. In rural areas, they usually do not carry out near vision activities at night because of poor access to electricity resulting in poor lighting conditions. Hence they might report fewer complaints relating to undercorrected presbyopia. Also villagers are less likely to be involved in high-concentration near vision tasks. Males had a slightly better spectacle coverage (52%) than females (46%). Spectacle use was similar in both the genders in two of the earlier studies conducted in South India.\[^10,11\] Most uncorrected/undercorrected presbyopes in this study were either illiterate or only had primary school education. In population based studies in India\[^12,13\] and Nigeria\[^14\], no association was observed between presbyopia and education. On the contrary, Tanzania\[^10\] had a higher prevalence of presbyopia among more highly educated subjects. Possibly because of a higher demand for concentrated near work would uncover more of presbyopia. In the Zanzibar study\[^15\], univariate analysis, urban location, higher education, and certain occupations were significantly associated with met need. Multivariate analysis showed that being educated to the secondary level remained independently associated with owning presbyopic correction.

1.1 Occupation and Presbyopia:

Among the presbyopic rural DK population included in our study 83% did not have adequate presbyopic correction. Spectacle coverage rate among these individuals was 36.95%. Studies have shown a high prevalence of presbyopia in the developing areas with low spectacle coverage.\[^14\] Studies have also shown that presbyopia is associated with difficulty in near vision-related tasks, some of which may influence one’s ability to earn a living a finding similar to our study.\[^16\] Most of the presbyopes with unmet needs (59%) in this study were in the 40-49 years, the prime productive age group. In a population dependent on good near vision for their occupation, this could translate into poor productivity at work and reduced income. The prevalence of unmet presbyopic needs in a few other developing countries was relatively lesser as suggested by other studies northern China\[^5\] (27.6%), Tanzania\[^10\] (50.4%) and Timor-Leste\[^2\] (43.5%). According to the Kenyan study\[^17\] even a farmer requires good near vision for harvesting grains, weeding and planting seeds. Older farmers may be less productive than younger counterparts because of uncorrected near-vision problems, and this may have wider implications for the community at large depending on the distribution of farming tasks among family members. Ramke et al.\[^1\] found an increased probability of having uncorrected presbyopia if residing in a rural domicile, being a subsistence farmer and being illiterate.\[^2\] Residing in a rural setting may result in poorer access to spectacles and health-care services. Persons who are unable to read or write may be less able to communicate their symptoms, which may delay the diagnosis and consequent management of presbyopia.

1.2 Spectacle coverage and factors related to poor coverage:

Spectacle coverage was low in this population. However, not everyone with presbyopia would necessarily benefit from near vision correction, as evidenced by the numbers who required add but were in the no difficulty group in a Filipino study.\[^16\] About 70% reported some degree of difficulty and presumably would benefit from near vision correction. Spectacle coverage in our study was 36.95%. It was higher than in the study...
in Zanzibar where among the 381 individuals examined, 340 needed spectacles for presbyopia, but only 60 had them (coverage-17.6%). It exceeded that reported in studies in other developing countries like China, Timor-Leste, Kenya, and Tanzania which were in the the range 17.6% to 26.2%. In this study the high rate of illiteracy, low income, correlates with low spectacle coverage. In the Timor-Leste study the “Presbyopia Correction Coverage” (PCC) was 26.2%. Lower correction coverage was associated with rural domicile and illiteracy. In the Bangladesh study, spectacle coverage was 25.2% for a 6/12 cut off. Spectacle coverage among those living in rural areas was 15.9% for the 6/12 cut off. While in urban residents, these values were significantly higher at 58.8%. In the Kenyan study functional presbyopia was found in 111 participants (85.4%). Among participants with functional presbyopia, 5.4% were reading glasses. The unmet presbyopic need was 80%, met presbyopic need was 5.4% and presbyopic correction coverage was 6.3%.

1.3 Barriers to spectacle correction:

In this study the distance needed to travel to procure glasses as well as the cost of procuring glasses together was the main barrier to access adequate presbyopic spectacle correction. More than 50% had to travel more than 10km distance to procure spectacles. Only 13% had an income of Rs 5000 and above (fig 6 & 9). It also explains the reason why most of them (20 out of 46) who used spectacles changed them after a four year or more interval. In a study conducted in Timor-Leste and Andhra Pradesh in India, the cost of spectacles and lack of felt need or perceived need were the commonly reported barriers for uptake of spectacle. In Northern rural China the principle barrier to accessing presbyopic correction was poor spectacle quality while in another study in rural China reported lack of knowledge about their condition and/or its correctibility was the barrier. In the east African study, out of 280 participants interviewed, the commonest reasons cited were that spectacles were not regarded as a high priority, lack of money, and lack of awareness that their near vision could be improved. There were no sex or age group differences. The main reasons for no longer having spectacles were that they were broken or lost. Spectacles were not replaced on account of cost. Cost was also the main reason why participants given a prescription had not collected their spectacles. In the Kenyan study, cost was cited as the main barrier to spectacle use in 62% of participants with presbyopia. Most of them procured near vision spectacles from spectacle shops and not the participants with presbyopia. The main barriers to uptake of spectacles were lack of felt need and lack of money. spectacle shops and not the

The results of this study have practical implications for programme planners of visual morbidity prevention programs. In an Indian population of 1.28 billion, 83.5% of them live in rural areas. 13.5% fall into the age between 45-64% with average life expectancy being 68.46 years. Based on this demographic data, approximately 16 million adults in rural India are likely to be affected by functional presbyopia. More population-based studies are required to extrapolate the data to the general population, so that a sustainable programme may be developed to relieve the burden of presbyopia. Integration of primary eye care into primary health care would improve the situation in rural areas. At the end of the study we suggest distribution of free/subsidized ready-made single-vision glasses through the inclusion of presbyopic correction in the National Programme for the Control of Blindness and through District Blindness Control Society programme as a simple and cost-effective intervention to improve near vision. Presbyopic spectacles may be distributed at Primary health centres, Community health centres, as well as district hospitals. Trading of unused spectacles can be encouraged as it ensure maximum utilization of limited resources. The MBBS Phase III part I students as well as interns must be taught to prescribe simple presbyopic corrections as a part of their curriculum.

V. Conclusion

This study concluded that the unmet needs of presbyopic correction was high (82.6%) in the rural Dakshina Kannada region with low spectacle coverage (34.6%). This resulted in a significant visual impairment and affected the livelihood of a large number of people dependent on good near vision for occupation. The main barriers for procuring presbyopic spectacles were long distance needed to travel as well as the high cost of spectacles when their income was low. We suggest efforts to be made to remediate this problem by focusing on improving, strengthening and utilizing already available resources.
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